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hardware designers often rely on game companies to provide games which are either pre-loaded into
a particular portable video game device or coupled to the portable video game device through a

system bus. In order to provide additional features or capabilities, different game companies may use
different hardware for their products or may create software features or capabilities using different

operating system platforms. In certain circumstances, designers of video game software or hardware
may use a database of operating system specific drivers to provide the functionality of operating

system dependent features. In order to provide a variety of capabilities, video game hardware and
software designers may need to create and test a large number of different software drivers and the
hardware devices to which they are connected. In addition, in order to allow a user to use a variety of

different operating systems, software designers may need to design a database of drivers that are
different from one operating system to another. This makes the design of the software and the testing

and deployment of the software more complicated because the software developers must build
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